Antiferromagnetic (AFM) materials with zero or vanishingly small macroscopic magnetization are nowadays the constituent elements of spintronic devices. However, possibility to use them as active elements that show nontrivial and controllable magnetic dynamics is still discussible. In the present paper we extend the phenomenologic theory [A.F.Andreev, V.I.Marchenko, Sov. Phys. -Uspekhi, 23 (1980), 21] of macroscopic dynamics in AFMs for the cases typical for spin-valve devices. In particular, we consider the solid-like magnetic dynamics of AFMs with strong exchange coupling in the presence of spin-polarized current and give the general expression for the current-induced Rayleigh dissipation function in terms of the rotation vector for different types of AFMs. Basing on the analysis of linearized equations of motion we predict the current-induced spin-reorientation and AFM resonance, and found the values of critical currents in terms of AFMR frequencies and damping constants. The possibility of current-induced spin-diode effect and second-harmonic generation in AFM layer is also shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin polarized electric current flowing through the nanoscale magnetic multilayers can exert torque on a ferromagnetic (FM) layer. This effect provides a potentially useful method for magnetization switching and is widely used in spintronics (see, e.g., review 1 and references therein). The phenomenon of spin transferred torque (STT) was first suggested by Berger 2 and Slonczewski 3, 4 in their seminal papers, based on a rather general argument: conservation of the angular/spin momentum for a system that includes both free (itinerant) electrons and localized moments. Well-known expression for the Slonczewski's STT term,
where J is an electrical current and p cur is the current polarization, notation × means cross-product) is treated straightforward from the microscopic considerations for a FM with magnetization vector M. On the other hand, there are many systems with the complicated magnetic structure and vanishingly small (or zero) magnetization (like antiferromagnets (AFMs) or spin glasses). So, the question: "Can we observe STT phenomena in these materials and how should we describe their dynamics in the presence of spin-polarized current?" has naturally appeared soon after the reminded papers 2-4 . Recent experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] give an indirect evidence that the spinpolarized current may also influence the state of AFM layer. In addition, the experiments show that the insertion of AFM layer drastically reduces the critical current density of magnetization switching in the standard spin-valves 10 . These phenomena, along with the effect of anisotropic magnetoresistance [11] [12] [13] and high eigen frequencies of the magnetic modes, make AFMs the promising candidates for the use in spintronic devices.
The problem of STT in AFMs has two aspects. The first aspect, considered theoretically by several groups, [14] [15] [16] [17] concerns the ability of AFM materials to polarize the electric current that flows through it. The second, -"inverse"-aspect, related to the above mentioned experiments, concerns the ability of spin-polarized current to influence the state of AFM layer. In the present paper we are concentrated on the second aspect and study the dynamics of AFM layer coupled electrically with the fixed FM layer (polarizer). Our main goal is to develop a general formalism able to describe the magnetic dynamics of AFM layer induced by already polarized spin current.
At present, theoretical models for interpretation of STT phenomena in AFMs are based on microscopic calculations for some model systems, [14] [15] [16] 18 on the LandauLifshitz equations for magnetic sublattices 19, 20 added with the Slonczewski's term, continuity equations for two-sublattice AFMs 21 or phenomenological approach in the framework of nonequilibrium thermodynamics. 17 In most of these models the magnetic structure of AFM is considered as a set of magnetic sublattices or, in other words, embedded FM lattices that are coupled by the exchange interaction. On the other hand, according to Andreev and Marchenko 22 , such an approach has some shortcomings: i) application of the Landau-Lifshitz equations (added with the STT term 17, 19, 20 ) for each of magnetic sublattices is "sometimes questionable though gives the correct results in most cases" 22 ; ii) description of macroscopic (long-wave) dynamics in terms of sublattice magnetizations is redundant for many AFMs (with three and more sublattices).
To overcome an excessive detailing and model assumptions, Andreev and Marchenko 22, 23 have developed the general phenomenological ("hydrodynamic-like") theory for the description of macroscopic magnetic dynamics of the materials with strong exchange coupling between the sublattices. They have shown that any magnetic structure (including multisublattice magnets) can be characterized with the at most three mutually orthogonal magnetic vectors that could be introduced from symmetry considerations only, irrespective to microscopic mechanisms of AFM ordering.
In the present paper we make an attempt to extend such an approach to the systems that are under the action of spin-polarized current. Starting from the spin conservation principle we derive an expression for the Rayleigh dissipation function and corresponding dynamic equations in terms of macroscopic variables that describe solid-like rotation of the magnetic moments 24 in the presence of the external current-induced forces (torques). From general considerations we show that the effect of spin torque in AFMs can be indeed as strong as in FM materials and analyze some typical features of currentdriving dynamics for AFMs with the collinear, planar and nonplanar ordering.
II. DYNAMICS OF ANTIFERROMAGNETS WITHIN LAGRANGE FORMALISM
Hereafter we consider the system (like a fragment of typical spin-valve) which consists of the hard FM, nonmagnetic (NM), and AFM layers (see Fig. 1 a) . FM layer works as a polarizer for conduction electrons. We assume the FM vector M pol (and, correspondingly, current polarization p curr M pol ) to be fixed and unchanged within FM layer. NM layer works as a buffer which excludes the direct magnetic (exchange or dipole-dipole) interaction between FM and AFM layers. Besides, the thickness of NM layer is supposed to be below the spin-diffusion length, in order to keep the extent of current polarization almost constant throughout the layer. AFM layer is supposed to be rather thin, so, that i) it can be set into motion due to STT that takes place in a thin region near NM/AFM interface and ii) its magnetic structure can be assumed homogeneous enough within the layer (so called macrospin approximation). An electric current flows perpendicular to the film plane in the case of conducting AFM (so called CPP configuration, see Fig. 1 a) and between FM and AFM layers in the case of nonconducting AFM (CIP configuration). AFM layer can be either compensated AFM, or weak FM, or even spin glass. Following the terminology used for spin-valve structures we will refer to AFM layer as a soft one. Macroscopic current-induced dynamics of an arbitrary AFM with strong exchange coupling. Equilibrium magnetic structure is characterized by the three mutually orthogonal magnetic vectors L1, L2, and L3 (solid arrows). Any deflection from equilibrium (dash arrows) can be viewed as a solid-like rotation around the instantaneous axis e through the angle θ.
A. Comparison of spin transfer torques in ferroand antiferromagnets
To clarify the main ideas of the present paper we start from short review of STT phenomenon in ferromagnets where it manifests the spin conservation principle for the system consisting of free (itinerant) and localized spins.
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Equations for spin transfer torque in a soft FM can be obtained from the balance equation for the magnetic moment:
whereΠ is the 2-nd rank tensor of the magnetization flux density induced, in particular, by spin-polarized current. The l.h.s. of Eq. (1) includes the torque T FM produced by the effective magnetic field and internal damping (not to be interchanged with the external spin transfer torque). Thus, in the absence of a current the Eq. (1) takes a form of a standard Landau-Lifshits-Gilbert equation:
where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio 26 , H eff is an effective magnetic field, α FM is the Gilbert damping parameter.
In the macrospin approximation (thin, magnetically homogeneous soft FM layer) the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) can be expressed in terms of the magnetization flux (per unit square) transferred by the current J ≡ jS FM that flows through the FM layer perpendicularly to its surface:
where S FM and v FM are the surface area and the volume of the FM layer, respectively, is the Plank constant, e is an electron charge, and, as above, p curr is the direction of current polarization, |p curr | = 1. Second-rank tensorǫ is proportional to the phenomenological (material) constant ǫ s−f that describes the efficiency of spin-flip scattering of the carriers at the NM/FM interface and depends upon the details of sd-exchange interaction between the free and localized electrons. The structure of the tensor in general depends upon the magnetic symmetry of the soft FM layer. In the particular case of isotropic layer 4, 27 (only the exchange symmetry is taken into account)
where the symbol ⊗ means the direct tensor product,1 is a unit matrix. In contrast to ferromagnets, AFMs have complicated, multisublattice magnetic structure and vanishingly small or zero equilibrium macroscopic magnetization. However, the set of dynamic equations for AFMs includes the same spin-flux balance equation (1) 
It follows from the balance equation (1) that the spinflux transferred by the current to AFM layer gives rise to variation of macroscopic magnetization and, as will be shown below, induces rotation of the magnetic lattice. R.h.s. of Eq. (1) is thus can be considered as the Slonczewski's term for STT. In the case of thin AFM layer it can be expressed in a form Eq. (3) with an obvious substi-
Tensorǫ has the symmetry-imposed structure analogous to that given by Eq.(4). In the simplest case of spin glasses and some noncollinear AFMs (like FeMn) this tensor is isotropic, some other particular cases will be discussed below.
It should be noted that the spin-polarized current affects an AFM layer in three ways. First of all, due to the flip of the free electron spins at the NM/AFM interface (or within an AFM volume, if the thickness of layer is rather small) the current transfers spin moment and, correspondingly, magnetization to the localized magnetic lattice (see Eq. (3)). This effect is analogous to the Slonczewski's nonadiabatic STT.
Second, the rest of the current that hasn't change polarization, contributes into the effective magnetic field due to exchange coupling (effective constant I sd ) between the localized and free electrons:
(similar to adiabatic spin torque that acts on the FM domain walls, see, e.g. Ref. 29) .
At last, the current itself (no matter polarized or no) produces an Oersted field. The last contribution can be easily taken into account in the dynamic equations as a component of the external magnetic field.
The first contribution depends mainly from the scattering properties of the NM/AFM interface and can be equally strong (or equally weak) in FMs and AFMs, independently from the magnetic structure of the soft layer (at least, in the first approximation). The second contribution can play an important role in the case of an ac current and possibly triggers the spin oscillations, in analogy with the effective magnetic field generated by an inverse Faraday effect.
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B. Dynamic equations
In what follows we consider the case of AFMs and other multisublattice magnets with strong inter-and intrasublattice exchange couplings -so strong, that the applied magnetic field and/or high density current do not influence the mutual orientation of sublattice magnetizations. The dynamics of such a system can be effectively described as a 3D solid-like rotation of sublattice magnetizations stocked together by the exchange interactions or, equivalently, of one, two, or three mutually orthogonal vectors that characterize the magnetic structure (see Fig. 1 b) . Appropriate and adequate technique for description of dynamics of the magnetic structure is the Lagrange formalism which makes it possible to exclude from consideration those degrees of freedoms that are related with the mutual tilt of sublattice magnetizations (so called exchange modes). Convenient parametrization and explicit form of the Lagrange function depends upon the type of magnetic ordering. In noncollinear magnets the 3D rotation can be parametrized with the help of the Gibbs' vector ϕ = ϕe, where the unit vector e defines an instantaneous rotation axis, ϕ = tan(θ/2), and θ is the rotation angle (see Fig.1 b) . Generalized coordinates are generated by the infinitesimal spin rotation δθ (see Appendix A) that represents the difference between rotations ϕ + dϕ and ϕ:
or
where ε αγβ is the (completely antisymmetric) Levi-Civita symbol. The components of spin rotation frequency Ω ≡ θ form a set of corresponding generalized velocities and could be expressed through ϕ as follows:
In the presence of the external magnetic field H the Lagrange function for AFMs takes the form
where χ(ϕ) is the magnetic susceptibility tensor that accounts for the exchange symmetry of particular AFM. For the sake of simplicity we consider further the case of the isotropic media (typical for spin glasses and some noncollinear AFMs) with χ αβ (ϕ) ≡ χδ αβ , χ = const; generalization on more complicated cases is straightforward. The symbol U AFM (ϕ) is the potential energy that depends upon the magnetic anisotropy of the soft layer (see Appendix A).
In the absence of dissipation (and, in particular, spinpolarized current) the dynamic equations are deduced from (9) as Euler-Lagrange equations
and take a form:
On the other hand, according to Ref. 22 , macroscopic magnetization is proportional to spin rotation frequency:
So, multiplying Eq. (11) by γλ −1 αδ one can reduce it to a formṀ
or, equivalently, with account of Eq. (12):
Here λ −1 αβ = δ αβ + ε αβγ ϕ γ + ϕ α ϕ β is the tensor inverse to λ αβ . Partial time derivative is used to stress that the free variables, in addition to time, include the generalized coordinated ϕ.
It can be easily seen that Eq. (14) looks similar to Eq. (2). The torque T AFM is produced by the external field (like in FMs) and by the magnetic anisotropy (similar but not equal to that in FMs). Thus, equations (13) , (14) and hence (11) could be treated as the balance equation for magnetization which in the absence of current has a form
In the presence of spin-polarized current the balance equation (15) transforms into Eq. (1). Then, multiplying the latter by 2λ/γ and taking into account Eq. (3) we arrive to
where we have introduced the phenomenological constant g ≡ γS AFM ǫ s−f /(|e|v AFM ). Eq. (16) can be considered as the Lagrange equation in the presence of the external dissipative forces
where R AFM is the Rayleigh dissipation function, R AFM is related with the rate of the energy E AFM losses as follows:
Comparison of Eqs. (17) and (16) with account of expressions (7) and (8) shows that the current-induced contribution into dissipation function can be presented as
The internal losses (Gilbert damping) in AFM layer is taken into account in a standard way. As a result, dissipation function takes a form
where α AFM is a damping constant of AFM layer. Expression (19) can be written in terms of the Gibbs vector as follows (see Eq. (8)):
The expression (20) for the Rayleigh function is the main result of the present paper. Together with the Lagrange function (9) it describes the dynamics of AFMs with strong exchange coupling in the presence of spinpolarized current.
As it was already shown, expressions (19) , (20) for the Rayleigh function result from the spin conservation principle and thus are rather general. However, the analogous expressions could be deduced directly from the LandauLifshits-Slonczewski equations for the magnetic sublattices with the account of strong exchange coupling between them. 20 Moreover, for the case of FMs the currentinduced contribution into the Rayleigh function has a similar form (see Ref. 33) :
where by . . . we denote the contribution from the internal damping. Analysis of the expression (19) shows that the stationary state of AFMs (with dE AFM /dt = 0) in the presence of steady spin-polarized current corresponds to rotation of the magnetic structure around the current polarization p curr with the constant frequency
The rotation frequency can be controlled by the current value j and depends upon the loss factor α AFM .
III. DISSIPATION FUNCTION FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF ANTIFERROMAGNETS
The method described in the Sec.II can be easily generalized to the systems of different exchange symmetry. In this section we analyze some typical cases useful for applications. For the sake of clarity we reproduce the expressions for the kinetic energy from Ref. 22 as well.
A. Noncollinear antiferromagnets and disordered magnets
We start from the simplest case of noncollinear AFMs with the cubic exchange symmetry. A typical example is given by the metallic AFM FeMn widely used in spin-valves. Magnetic structure of FeMn (see Fig. 2 a,b) consists of four equivalent magnetic sublattices M k (k = 1, . . . , 4) oriented along four 111 directions of cubic cell. 34 Macroscopic magnetization (M AFM = M k ) of FeMn in equilibrium is zero, so, the magnetic structure is described by three orthogonal AFM vectors that could be related with the sublattice magnetizations as follows:
It is interesting that such a complicated structure is predicted not only in the bulk material, but also in the thin (down to 1.5 nm 35, 36 ) FeMn layer within multilayered structures used in spintronic devices.
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All three vectors L k have the same modulus, so, magnetic structure in the exchange approximation has a cubic symmetry and tensorsǫ andχ are isotropic. Thus, the Rayleigh function is given by the Exp. (20) and the kinetic energy has a form:
(24) Similar expressions for the kinetic energy and Rayleigh function are obtained for the disordered systems that according to Ref. 22 include spin glasses (no macroscopic magnetization) and disordered AFMs 38 (zero macroscopic magnetization and nonzero AFM vectors). These systems show strong magnetic correlations induced by exchange coupling between the nearest localized spins and are isotropic with respect to any spin rotations. (25)). The plane of AFM ordering is described by the unit vector n L1 × L2.
B. Planar noncollinear antiferromagnets
Noncollinear AMFs with triangular magnetic structure (see Fig. 2c,d ) are interesting and important for applications. In particular, such type of structure is observed in IrMn 3 alloy 39 which is, as well as FeMn, used as a pinning layer in spintronic devices (see, e.g., Ref. 40 and 41) , and in the series of metallic antiperovskites Mn 3 MN (where M=Ni, Ga, Ag, Zn) 42 used in composite materials due to strong negative thermal expansion (see, e.g. Refs. [43] [44] [45] . Some of the antiperovskites also show giant magnetoresistance effect 46 in AFM phase and thus can be susceptible to the action of spin-polarized current.
Magnetic structure of cubic IrMn 3 and Mn 3 MN is represented by three equivalent magnetic sublattices with magnetization vectors M k , (k = 1, 2, 3) that make 120
• angle with respect to each other. Two mutually orthogonal AFM vectors,
define the plane of the magnetic ordering (in exchange approximation) with the normal vector n L 1 × L 2 , and equilibrium magnetization M AFM = M k = 0. Exchange symmetry group is isomorphous to C 3h , where rotation axis is parallel to n, so, any 2-nd rank symmetric tensor has two independent components -parallel and perpendicular to n direction. For example, tensor of magnetic susceptibility takes a form:
As a result, the kinetic energy and Rayleigh function can be written as:
The functions T kin and R AFM from the above expression could be easily expressed in terms of the Gibbs' vector using the relation (8).
C. Collinear antiferromagnets
The collinear AFMs with high Neel temperature, like IrMn and NiO, are also widely used in spin-valves. Their magnetic structure can be described with the only AFM vector L with the fixed modulus. Convenient parametrization for rotation of this vector includes only two independent variables. However, times derivative, L = Ω × L, is expressed through the rotation vector. This means that for the tensorsχ,α andĝ the component parallel to L is zero, e.g. (compare with Eq. (4)):
The kinetic energy and Rayleigh function take a form:
in correspondence with the expressions deduced in Refs. 28 and 20.
IV. CURRENT-INDUCED INSTABILITY
To illustrate an application of the obtained expressions for the Rayleigh function, we consider small oscillations of AFM vectors in the presence of dc and ac spin-polarized current (external magnetic field H ext = 0). We start from the simplest case of isotropic noncollinear AFM. Linearized equations for ϕ components are derived from the Exp. (24) and (20) as follows:
Here we take into account an "adiabatic" torque that acts as an effective field (5) and is expressed as H curr eff ≡ βjp curr (where β is the phenomenologic constant that depends upon sd-exchange ), ω AFMR is the 3-times degenerated AFMR frequency in the absence of field and current.
Analysis of Eq. (30) reveals some interesting features of spin-torque phenomena in AFMs. First, the current induces small rotation (dc) or small oscillations (ac) of the magnetic sublattices around p curr direction (see Fig. 3  a) . Taken, for example, j = j 0 e iωt , one obtains from (30) for the component ϕ = ϕ · p curr :
where 2γ AFM ≡ γα AFM /χ is the half-width of AFM resonance. Current density j 0 is supposed to be rather small so, that the approximation ϕ ≪ 1 is valid. It is easy to see from Eq. (31) that the ac current transfers both nonadiabatic (term with g) and adiabatic (term with β) spin torques to AFM layer, while dc current (ω = 0) transfers nonadiabatic torque only. The ac current induces the resonance at ω = ω AFM . The dc current induces small deflection of AFM vectors from equilibrium direction: ) current induces instability with respect to rotation around the axis e ⊥ pcurr.
Second, nonadiabatic (Slonczewski's) contribution can induce reorientation of the magnetic structure seen as instability with respect to rotation around the axis e ⊥ p curr (see Fig. 3 b) . The value of critical current at which such an instability takes place, J AFM cr , depends on the damping coefficient, in analogy with FM:
where Q AFM ≡ ω AFMR /(2γ AFM ) is a quality factor of AFMR. However, there is substantial difference between the critical current in AFM and corresponding value for FM 33 :
Really, in AFMs the critical value J AFM cr is proportional to the magnetic susceptibility χ which in AFMs is rather small (compared to FM materials). So, for FMs and AFMs with equal quality factors and comparable efficiency ǫ s−f of spin-flip scattering the critical value of current for AFMs J AFM cr
can be significantly smaller than in FMs (due to the so called effect of the exchange enhancement).
Similar effects are predicted for the planar and collinear AFMs. The planar AFM has two different AFMR frequencies ω AFMR < ω ⊥ AFMR corresponding to the in-plane and out-of-plane rotations of the magnetic vectors (ω ⊥ AFMR is double degenerated). In this case the current-induced dynamics depends upon the orientation of the current polarization vector p curr with respect to the plane formed by AFM vectors (defined by the normal vector n). If p curr n, then the current induces small rotations or oscillations around p curr with the resonant frequency ω AFMR (instead of ω AFMR in (31)), in analogy with the previous case of isotropic AFMs.
If the vector p curr ⊥ n, then the value of the critical current at which the AFM vectors (and, correspondingly, n) starts to rotate around e p curr ×n (see Fig. 3 ) depends upon the magnetic anisotropy of the system, namely,
This result is similar to the critical current obtained for the collinear AFMs.
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It should be stressed that in contrast to FMs, the critical current is still finite even for zero dissipative constant and is dictated by magnetic anisotropy (the second term under the square root in Eq. (34)). This nontrivial effect is peculiar to AFMs and can be explained as follows. Dynamic magnetization M AFM , as seen from Eq. (12), is related with the rotation of AFM vectors and hence, with circularly polarized modes of magnetic excitations (we consider only the long wave modes). Moreover, for linearly polarized oscillations of AFM vectors M AFM = 0. So, the spin-polarized current pumps energy into circularly polarized modes and does not interact with the linear ones. On the other hand, polarization of eigen modes depends upon the magnetic anisotropy and in the case under consideration is linear. Spin-polarized current affects not only the dissipation but the values of eigen frequencies as well. At the critical current value (34)) the splitting between the eigen frequencies is removed and circularly polarized modes start to "take energy" from the current.
Thus, current-induced dynamics of AFMs has some similarities with the dynamics of FMs, but is richer even in linear approximation. Destabilization of AFM structure (with respect to solid-like rotations) takes place at the current values that could be small compared to FMs.
However, for AFMs with four or more sublattices, the dynamic equations (30) describe only three low frequency modes. Other, so-called exchange (usually high frequency) modes are related with the mutual tilt of magnetic moments and could not be described within the present approach.
V. DETECTION OF SPIN TRANSFER TORQUE AND SPIN-DIODE EFFECT
Up to date the possibility to measure directly STT effects in AFMs is under discussion. Standard technique for detection of STT phenomena in the systems with active FM layer is measuring of magnetoresistance which depends upon mutual orientation of magnetizations in soft and hard layers. In this section we argue that the same approach can, in principle, be applied to the systems with the soft AFM layer.
It follows from (12) and (31) that current-induced rotation of AFM vectors produces oscillating macroscopic magnetization:
where
is the phase shift between the current and magnetization.
On the other hand, anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of the multilayer, ∆R AMR depends upon the mutual orientation of oscillating vector, M AFM (t), and fixed magnetization of FM layer, M pol p curr :
This means that:
• AMR itself can be used for detection of spin-torque effect in AFM layer. In the case of multilayers with the magnetic tunnel junction (instead of metallic nonmagnetic layer) ∆R AMR can be as large as 130 % (see, e.g. Ref. 12);
• AMR oscillating with the same frequency as ac current can cause frequency mixing and a directly measurable dc voltage:
An analogous spin-diode effect in spin-valves with FM soft layer was already detected in Refs.47 and 48;
• The abovementioned frequency mixing can reveal itself in the second-harmonic generation with corresponding voltage given by:
In addition, frequency dependence of V (ω) can be used for measuring of the ratio between the dissipative (constant g) and nondissipative (constant β) torques in AFM. Really, in the vicinity of AFMR (|ω−ω AFMR | ≪ ω AFMR ), as follows from Eqs. (37), (38) , and (39),
Thus, AMR and voltage are observables that provide a direct probe of the amplitude and phase of the precession of AFM vectors with respect to the ac current and make it possible to detect current-induced phenomena in AFM layer. Expression (38) shows that spin-diode effect can be observed in the systems where an AFM plays a role of the soft magnetic layer. In contrast to FM, where spindiode effect is observed in GHz range, 47 AFM layer can rectify the current in a higher frequency range (up to THz which corresponds to AFM resonance).
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the present paper we have developed a general phenomenological theory of current-induced dynamics for AFM with strong exchange coupling and have derived an expression (19) for the Rayleigh function in the presence of spin-polarized current. We have shown that spinpolarized current can produce a work over an AFM despite of the absence of equilibrium macroscopic magnetization. So, spin-polarized current can induce rotation of the magnetic moments not only in FM, but in any material which shows magnetic ordering of the exchange nature. The characteristic values of critical current depend on the efficiency of spin-flip processes at AFM/NM/FM interfaces but do not depend on the value of macroscopic magnetization of the soft layer.
Expression (19) , in fact, defines the power of the external current-induced force that acts on the magnetic system at a given value of the magnetic flux Φ = ∇ ·Π ∝ jp curr flowing into AFM layer (see Eq. (3)). It can be extended to the case of inhomogeneous distribution of AFM vectors (e.g., in the domain wall) in the rpesence of steady current as follows:
Here we denoted with . . . the terms that do not depend on current. The last equality in Eq. (41) shows that the magnetic flux density flowing in n direction, n l Π lk , and the rotational vector θ that defines the deflection from the initial (current-free) state are thermodynamically conjugated variables. Corresponding elementary work produced by the spin polarized current at fixed ∇ ·Π is δA = n ·Πδθ. This means that in general, a steady current-transferred magnetic flux can change equilibrium orientation of AFM vectors (see, e.g., Eq. (31) for the case of dc current). Inversely, variation of AFM vectors (e.g. in the domain wall) should give rise to variation of the magnetic flux δΠ. This, in turn, means that the spin-flux transferred by the current through the AFM domain wall or other area with inhomogeneous distribution of AFM vectors will be changed due to, e.g. depolarization. This effect can be, in principle, detected experimentally, e.g., by measuring magnetoresistance of FM/AFM/FM multilayer.
Finally, the above approach combined with the principles of nonequilibrium thermodynamics makes it possible to derive a general expression for the current-induced non-adiabatic STT for the bulk conducting AFMs. In order to demonstrate this fact we consider inhomogeneous distribution of AFM vectors described by the space dependent rotations ϕ(r) with respect to some reference state. Then, the vector Ω is a generalized flux which is generated by thermodynamic variable ϕ. Corresponding generalized forces could be obtained from the dynamic equation (see Eq. (11) added with the magnetic damping) for the electrically open AFM layer in the overdamped regime (Ω → 0):
where the torque T AFM is defined by the magnetic anisotropy of AFM layer (see Eq. (14) and explanation below). The charge current density j injected into AFM and the electric field E are the other pair of the conjugated generalized thermodynamic variables. According to the Onsager principles, generalized fluxes Ω, j and generalized forces T AFM , E are related as follows: (43) where the phenomenological Onsager's coefficientsL δξ , δξ = l, q should satisfy the rotational symmetry requirements and reciprocity relations. In assumption of the electrically homogeneous medium,L= σÎ, where σ is conductivity,Î is a unit matrix, andL ql = η∇ ⊗ θ, where η is a material constant. From Eq. (42) it also follows thatL ll =Î/α AFM With account of time-inversion symmetry of AFM the reciprocity relations state thatL ql = −L lq if all the equilibrium magnetic vectors of AFM change sign under the time reversal.
Thus, after quite simple mathematics we get from Eq. (43)
Last term in the expression (44) generalizes the expression for the dissipative torque obtained in Ref. 49 (Eq. (9) there) for a particular case of a collinear AFM. We stress that this effect, in contrast to those considered above, reflects the action of AFM (as potential polarizer) on the non-polarized current. Current-induced STT in AFMs can be used for the description of current-induced dynamics of the domain walls and other inhomogeneous states in the conducting AFMs and other materials with the nontrivial magnetic structure. It should be noted that thus introduced dissipative torque accounts for the rotation (in space or in time) of the magnetic sublattices only and does not take into account flip processes (current-induced transition from AFM to FM structure) that could take place at the substantially higher current density.
The last question that is worth to discuss here is the effect of the ac current that results from the direct sdexchange between free and localized electrons (the effective magnetic field H curr eff , Eq. (5)). As it follows from the dynamic Eqs. (30) , (31) , time-derivative dj/dt of spinpolarized current works as a driving force for oscillations of AFM moments. Its value growth linearly with the current frequency. This effect has no counterpart in FM, where the analogous field-like torque is proportional to j, but not to dj/dt. Thus, in AFM the current-induced movements of AFM vectors are controlled by two "forces" which are 90
• shifted in phase. The phase shift between the current and system response depends upon the frequency. This opens an additional way for experimental observation of current-induced phenomena in AFMs. The Gibbs' vector ϕ gives a convenient way for parametrization of the rotational symmetry group O(3). Group multiplication (symbol •) of two rotations, ϕ 1 and than ϕ 2 , is noncommutative and is given by the rule:
In application to the description of macroscopic magnetic dynamics the vector ϕ is a field variable that characterizes the state of magnetic system at a time moment t and in a space point r respective to some reference (equilibrium) state. "Radius-vector" δθ/2 between two states at different moments, ϕ(t) and ϕ(t + dt) = ϕ(t) + dϕ is given by Eq. (6) and can be found from Eq. (A1) if we set
"Radius-vector" between two states in different points r and r + dr is found in a similar way.
Equilibrium magnetic structure of any AFM with strong exchange coupling can be described with the use of up to three orthogonal vectors, L k are known, orientation of AFM vectors at any t and r, L k (t, r), can be expressed in terms of the Gibbs's vector as follows:
(A3) The potential energy U AFM (ϕ) in Eq. (9) can be found in a following way. One must construct a symmetryinvariant expression for U AFM (ϕ) in terms the components of L k vectors and then express L k in terms of ϕ using the relation (A3).
